In this paper, we present a new approach for tracking a moving target in forwardlooking infrared (FLIR) imagery taken from an anti-tank moving platform. First, the target image is captured in a frame with resolution 128×128 pixels by using IR camera, and then the image is enhanced by using a non uniformity correction algorithm to reduce the main dominant noises associated with infrared images. Second, the existing moving target is detected with time ( ) within the image by using 2-D Gabor filter kernels. Next, Gabor filter with 4 orientations applying on the window created with resolution 32×32 pixels around the predicted target center using Kalman filter estimator. Subtraction process is performed between the predicted center using Kalman filter estimator and the center of the detected target using Gabor filter, which is used to predict the next center by using Kalman filter, and to guide the detection of the target location in the tracking window of the next frame respectively. The proposed technique fasts and reduces the detection time into 1/16 of with high performance of tracking. The experiments performed on several real image data of an existing infrared imaging system. Results show the robustness of the proposed method, which combines high speed of detection and good performance of tracking even with strong ego-motion.
Introduction:
Detection and tracking of moving or stationary targets in FLIR imagery are challenging research topics in computer vision. Though a great deal of effort has been expended on detecting and tracking targets in visual images, there has been only limited amount of work on thermal images in the computer vision community [13] . Thermal images are obtained by sensing the radiation in the infrared (IR) spectrum, which is either emitted or reflected by the object in the scene. Due to this property, IR images can provide information which is not available in visual images. However, in contrast to visual images, the images obtained from an IR sensor have extremely low signal to noise ratio (SNR), which results in limited information for performing detection or tracking tasks. In addition, in anti-tank missile forward looking infrared (FLIR) images, nonrepeatability of the target signature, competing background clutter, lack of a priori information and the artifacts due to the weather conditions make detecting or tracking targets even harder. To overcome the shortcomings of the nature of the FLIR imagery, different approaches impose different constraints to provide solutions for a limited number of situations. For instance, many target detection methods require that the targets are hot spots which appear as bright regions in the images [4] . Similarly, several target tracking algorithms require one or both of the following assumptions to be satisfied: (1) no sensor ego-motion and (2) target features do not drastically change over the course of tracking [13] . However, in realistic tracking scenarios, neither of these assumptions is applicable, and a target tracking algorithm must successfully deal with these problems. Combination kernel tracking with global motion compensation for forward-looking infrared (FLIR) imagery was presented in [12] . Night vision for pedestrian detection and tracking, where the detection is performed by a support vector machine and the tracking is kernel-based was addressed by [15] .
In this paper, we present a new approach to detect and track targets in FLIR imagery in the presence of changes in target features, i.e. shape and intensity. Moreover, the targets are not required to have constant velocity or acceleration. Our proposed algorithm is composed of four major modules: Target Acquisition Module (TAM), which is based on acquiring an initial target image with resolution 128 × 128 pixels (first frame) from the sequences of moving target recording frames using infrared camera. The second module is Target Enhancement Module (TEM) that is based on Non-uniformity correction algorithms, which is used to suppress the main dominant noises associated with thermal images. The third module is Target Detection Module (TDM), which is based on hierarchical Gabor filter approach to select the target manually or automatically and determine the initial center of target for the first frame. The last module is Target Prediction Module (TPM) which is based on Kalman filter that is used to predict the target location in the next frame relaying on the location of the target in the first frame.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review related works and compare the proposed method with existing ones. In Section 3, we describe the Target Acquisition Module (TAM). In Section 4, we introduce the Target Enhancement Module (TEM). In Section 5, we discuss the Target Detection Module (TDM). The Target Prediction Module (TPM) is outlined in Section 6. The experimental results for the proposed algorithm are presented in Section 7 and conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
2.Related Work:
In this section, we examine some of the representative works reported in the literature on detecting and tracking targets in FLIR imagery. In general, existing methods on IR images work for a limited number of situations due to the constraints imposed on the solution. For detection of FLIR targets, many methods rely on the ithot spot technique, which assumes that the target IR radiation is much stronger than the radiation of the background and the noise. The goal of the target detectors is then to detect the center of the region with the highest intensity in the image, which is called the ithot spot. The hot spot seekers use various spatial filters to detect targets in the scene.
Takken et al. [9] developed a spatial filter based on least mean square (LMS) to maximize the signal to clutter ratio for a known and fixed clutter environment. Chen et al. [4] modeled the underlying clutter and noise after local demeaning as a whitened Gaussian random process, and developed a constant false alarm rate detector using the generalized maximum likelihood ratio. Similar to the target detection methods, target tracking approaches also impose constraints on the solution, such as no sensor ego-motion or no target modal change. However, even with these assumptions, the tracking performance of most methods is not convincing. Below, we will briefly summarize commonly cited methods which have attempted to deal with these problems. To compensate the global motion, Strehl et al. [11] have used a multi-resolution scheme based on the affine motion model. The affine model has its limitations and for FLIR imagery, which is obtained from an airborne sensor; it is unable to capture the skew, pan and tilt of the planar scene.
Similarly, Shekarforoush et al. [10] first compensate for the sensor ego-motion to stabilize the FLIR sequence, then detect very hot or very cold targets. The stabilization and tracking is based solely on the goodness of the detection and the number of targets, i.e. if the number of targets is not adequate, or there is significant background texture, the system is not able to detect sufficient number of targets. Therefore stabilization fails to correctly register the image. Braga-Neto et al. [3] have presented a method based on morphological operators for target detection and tracking in FLIR imagery. Their tracker is based on the assumptions that the targets do not vary in size, they are both very hot or very cold spots, and sensor ego-motion is small. However, these assumptions contradict the nature of airborne FLIR imagery. Davies et al. [6] proposed a multiple target tracker system based on Kalman filters for small targets, which uses the output of the Daubechies wavelet family for FLIR imagery. The method assumes constant acceleration of the target, which is not valid for maneuvering targets. In addition, the method works only for sequences with no global motion.
Yilmaz et al. [13] have presented an approach for real-time target tracking in FLIR imagery in the presence of high global motion and changes in target features, i.e. shape and intensity. The method uses the positions and the sizes of targets determined by the target detection scheme. For target detection, they apply steerable filters and compute texture energies of the targets, which are located using a segmentation-based approach.
Once the targets are detected, the tracking method employs three modules to perform tracking. The first module is based on finding the translation vector in the image space that minimizes the distance between the distributions of the model and the candidate. The distributions are obtained from the intensity and local standard deviation measure of the frames. The local standard deviation measure is obtained in the neighborhood of each pixel in the frame and provides a very good representation of frequency content of the local image structure. Based on the distance measure computed from the target feature distributions, the other two modules compensate for the sensor ego-motion and update the target model. The global motion estimation module uses the multi-resolution scheme that assuming a planar scene under perspective projection. It uses Gabor filter responses of two consecutive frames to obtain the pseudo perspective motion parameters.
TARGET ACQUISITION MODULE (TAM) :
In the image acquisition phase, infrared camera capture an image (reference image) from the sequence of moving target recording has been prepared to display with resolution 128 × 128 pixels. The system tracked a missile movement towards anti-tank vehicle over a monocular thermal image of different sequences frames. The difficulties of this type missile tracking are small and low contrast, ego-motion and short firing distance, which need high performance of detection and high speed of tracking.
TARGET ENHANCEMENT MODULE (TEM):
Focal-plane-array (FPA) sensors typically exhibit spatial non-uniformity among the array elements. This non-uniformity results in the so-called fixed pattern noise (FPN). Using Fourier transform of the image, were used to reduce fixed pattern noise measured in the absence of illumination. By taking the logarithm of the image, this noise will be turned into additive noise, which then can be reduced by applying a high pass filter. This is sometimes referred to as homomorph filtering as shown in equation:
Where:
c is constant to control the sharpness of the filter function, H γ and L γ are chosen parameter so that L γ <1 and H γ >1.
TARGET DETECTION MODULE (TDM):
FLIR detector arrays generally produce spatially under sampled images, which results in poor, noisy data for further processing, such as target detection, tracking and recognition. Besides the limited capabilities of FLIR sensors, the images obtained using them often contain artifacts such as dirt on the sensor and fading brightness along with limited viewing resulting form cloudy weather. Moreover, FLIR sequences for anti-tank missile, suffer from abrupt discontinuities in motion. Targets in FLIR sequences can appear as either cold or hot spots due to thermal electro-magnetic spectrum. However, there is no a priori information about the targets temperature or shape. Due to target's low contrast with the background, our system uses both enhanced images and images filtered by 2D Gabor filter kernels, which are oriented sine-wave gratings that are spatially attenuated by a Gaussian window. Two-dimensional Gabor filters, which have also been used for object detection in FLIR images [2] , have the form
Where (x , y)……..are the horizontal and vertical image coordinates, respectively x' , y' ……..the axes that are rotated by G φ
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i , i …….modulation frequency and orientation, respectively σ , α …….scale and eccentricity of the elliptical Gaussian window We used 4 directions, 0, 45, 90, 135 and a fixed scale, 0.5 for our experiments. The responses in four directions are summed for obtaining the input image to the tracker. In Figure 1 (a) , a frame from one of the FLIR sequences and in (b) sum of Gabor responses are shown. In Figure 1(b) , the target regions are clearly emphasized.
Detection of targets in the FLIR sequences is a hard problem because of the variability of the appearance of targets due to atmospheric conditions, background, and thermodynamic state of the targets. The challenges in this regard are extremely low SNR, non-repeatability of the target signature, competing clutter, which forms similar shapes as those of the actual targets, obscured targets and lack of a priori information. In this paper, we assume that the location of target in the initial frame is given. In the next section, we will give details of our model for tracking the target in two consecutive frames, which will be generalized to track the target in the whole sequence. 
Figure(1) (a) Sample frame from one of the FLIR sequences, (b) summation of four Gabor response of the frame in (a).

Center of gravity
From the image processing point of view, the center of gravity of an image-also known as the "centroid" can be defined as being a pixel inside the object border located as far as possible from all border pixels, and it can be easily calculated by averaging the x and y coordinates of the object pixels as shown in the following equations (3) using MATLAB software we create a program to calculate the center of target in 2D image ( ) 
TARGET PREDICTION MODULE (TPM):
The Kalman filter estimates a process by using a form of feedback control: The filter estimates the process state at some time and then obtained feedback in the form of noisy measurement [8] . The Kalman filter addresses the general problem of trying to estimate the state n R x ∈ of a discrete-time controlled process that is governed by the linear stochastic difference equation
The random variable k w and k v represent the process and measurement noise, respectively.
(note the "super minus") is defined to be a priori state estimate at step k given knowledge of the process prior to step k, and
to be the posteriori state estimate at step k given measurement k z . Then a priori and posteriori estimate errors can be defined as: as shown below in equation (8) . Some justification for equation (8) is given in "the probabilistic origins of the filter" found below
One form of the resulting K that minimizes equation (7) is given by:
The typical tracking paradigm comprises a repeating cycle of measurement process and prediction as shown in Figure 2 . The measurement process, in turn, invokes both target detection using Gabor filter and calculation of target centroid. In the prediction phase, a feedback loop is established by predicting the new locations with Kalman filters and using them to guide and fast the detection of the target location in the next frame. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:
We have applied the proposed method to FLIR dataset for tracking targets. The data set was made available to us in grayscale format and was composed of 30 sequences where each frame was 128x128. The proposed method was developed using MATLAB running on Windows XP on a Pentium 4 platform and current implementation of the algorithm is capable of tracking one target at a time at 15 frames per second. The tracking results of the algorithm were visually confirmed. Figure 3 shows a set of selected frames from a sequence of anti tank missile where there is high but smooth global motion, i.e. the global motion compensation module is not executed. The original image is treated with non-uniformity correction algorithm then Gabor filter kernel used for target detection by contrast the brightness of the target, target center were calculated using Matlab program then, these calculation were the initial target position (a prior state) to Kalman filter estimator to predict the target position in the next frame (a posterior state). Target, is detected and the black cross in the other frames show the tracked target center. The target tracker correctly tracked the target. Figure 6 shows a set of selected frames from a sequence of missile moving towards antitank. The original image were treated by NUC algorithm then the target center (missile) were detected manually to initiate Kalman filter estimator as a prior information to detect the motion of the target in the next frame and for the whole sequences. Then Gabor filter were applied on the window size of the target to ensure the efficiency of Kaman prediction result, and compensate the sensor ego-motion (global) compensation. The window size around the target was selected automatically with 32 x 32. Target, is detected and the black cross in the other frames show the tracked target center. The target tracker correctly tracked the target. It is shown from the result of applying Gabor filter on the window size 32×32 to evaluate the center of gravity of the moving target that as follows: XC = 16 ± 3, YC = 16 ± 3 That means that the center of gravity of moving target is approximately coincide with the predicted center using Kalman filter predictor. (4, 8, 16, 20, 25) respectively. 
Conclusions:
The proposed algorithm combines the discriminating power of the wavelet transform with a Kalman filter to detect and track the motion of small, low contrast and high speed objects in image sequences. We have demonstrated the proposed algorithm using a 
